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The world in which we live is at risk of global warming due to greenhouse gas emissions. 
The responsibility of planning to minimise carbon emissions is not just the responsibility of 
eco-experts, but IT professionals and organisations must also take on responsibility to 
ensure that their IT operations are environmentally sound. 
IT is at the heart of every successful modern business. For medium and large sized 
organisations, which have embraced technology, the failure or removal of this technology 
would affect their ability to succeed. Although the IT industry has been perceived to be 
clean on the surface, IT professionals are realising the magnitude of the environmental 
impact of their IT infrastructures and operations. 
The environmental impact of IT operations has slowly been increasing within organisations 
due to the technology push from IT vendors and the pull from the business needs of the 
organisation. For example as more customer transactions have been processed, more 
powerful CPUs have been required as well as potentially more servers etc to store the data. 
The environmental impact of IT operations is severe in many ways.  
The total electrical energy consumption in IT operations is steadily increasing. "Green IT" 
has become a popular and trendy topic in the IT industry. Many organisations are 
exploring methods and policies to use and develop green technologies. Most policies 
merely scratch the surface. 
IT infrastructures are well established in most organisations, but often IT professionals are 
unaware of how to improve the environmental footprint of their operation. IT organisations 
should start by crafting a “Green IT Strategic Plan” for implementing green IT principles. 
As with any IT project, planning for green IT, both for the near term and for the long term, 
is essential for success  
 
It is important to provide practical strategies to energy efficiency, consumption reduction, 
and environmental stewardship. The plan must have strategies, from as simple as reduction 
in paper usage, to purchasing energy smart equipment, deployment of collaboration 
software, energy efficient use, environmentally friendly disposal, server virtualisation and 
assigning a Green IT champion to communicate the plan.  
 
This paper will review current Green IT trends and initiatives, an assessment of the IT 
operation and analysis of the impact of the carbon footprint in selected organisations, 
providing an understanding of green IT attitudes among IT professionals to enable a Green 
IT strategic plan to be proposed. 
 




Green IT or green computing has been defined by IT industry vendors, professionals and 
governments in different ways. According to Mingay (2009) Green IT within the context of an 
organisation is "optimal use of information and communication technology (ICT) for managing 
the environmental sustainability of organisational operations and the supply chain, as well as 
that of its products, services and resources, throughout their life cycles." 
 
Green IT is a trendy topic today, but the real concern is how to precede the initiatives. The IT 
professionals are unaware and unsure of how to proceed to improve the environmental footprint 
of their IT operations and how to make their IT infrastructure, products, services, operations, 
applications, and practices environmentally sound. According to Murugesan (2008) “each stage 
of a computer’s life, from its production, throughout its use, and into its disposal, presents 
environmental problems. Each PC in use generates about a ton of carbon dioxide every year” is 




Mines (2007) has suggested, “Enterprise CIOs have a variety of motivations for improving the 
environmental footprint of their IT operations, but they are often unsure how to proceed. IT 
organisations should start by crafting an action plan for implementing green IT principles”. 
 
Several studies have highlighted the increasing energy demands of IT equipment. According to 
Mingay (2009) “the manufacturing, use and disposal of information and communications 
technology generates about two percent of the world's greenhouse gases which is similar to the 
level produced by the entire aviation industry”. In the report Mingay (2009) estimates, ICT 
contributes approximately 2% of global CO2 emissions in which PCs and monitors consume 
39%, servers consume 23%, fixed line telecommunications consume 15%, mobile 
telecommunications consume 9%, LAN office telecommunications consume 7% and printers 
consume 6%. 
 
Green IT solutions are enormous, software vendors and hardware vendors are innovating their 
products to make them environment friendly, energy efficient and more attractive to buyers in a 
market where governments and enterprises give priority to clean products in order to reduce 
operational costs and ensure sustainable value in IT investments. With this rise in the number of 
green IT solutions it is unclear to IT professionals which green IT implementation will be 
effective for their IT and business operation. 
 
The aim of this research is to develop a strategic plan to guide IT professionals and senior IT 
managers to implement Green IT principles and disciplines in their organisation, and to 
minimise, or eliminate where possible, the environmental impact of IT operations. 
 
It is important to understand the current trends and initiatives of Green IT. Measuring and 
creating a baseline for your organisation is the next step. For the purpose of creating a baseline 
an audit of IT equipment has been conducted in three different organisations (see the section 
“Establishing the Green IT Baseline”) and the energy consumption for these organisations has 
been reviewed. A specific organisations baseline can be crafted from these general baselines 
(based on organisation size) by the organisations IT Director/Manager. The strategic plan can 
then be created from the baseline which identifies problem areas/opportunities within the 
organisation. The people who are then responsible for implementing this plan must be aware of 
Green IT and its practices and as such a Green IT attitude survey should then be conducted 
among the organisation’s IT professionals to understand their attitude towards Green IT, which 
in turn may impact on the strategic plan. 
 
The following section identifies green initiatives taken by technology companies, as well as 
other leading business organisations. 
 
GREEN IT INITIATIVES 
 
This section serves two purposes. First it allows us to look at companies that are trying to 
minimise their environmental impact. For this we have selected the three companies (Dell, BT, 
and IBM), identified as leading the way in being socially responsible in the areas of 
development, product life cycle and recycling. Other organisations (Wal-Mart, Toyota, and 
Citigroup) green initiatives are also addressed in this section. Although there are areas of 
criticism of carbon emission, the fact is that these companies are making significant efforts to 
minimise the carbon footprint of their business operation.  
 
Technology Companies 
After the evaluation of 40 companies within the information and communication technology 
and services sectors, Technological Business Research (TBR) has listed the top 10 companies 
which have implemented green practices. According to Hampton (2009) the benchmark report 
for 2009 of TBR’s Global Business Sustainability Service’s inaugural Corporate Sustainability 
Index (CSI) has reported that Dell took the first position with a total score of 317.9, Dell beat 
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firms such as British Telecom (265.2), and IBM (258.5), by doing extremely well in areas of 
sustainable energy, recycling and business sustainability strategy. 
 
Dell 
In the year 2008 Dell committed itself to become the greenest technology company in the world 
which it achieved in the finding of the research by beating BT and IBM.  
Dell has already achieved a milestone of  making its headquarters in Round Rock, Texas, 
carbon neutral by using less energy, using green energy where available and economical, and 
offsetting the remaining environmental impact (Webber & Wallace, 2009). 
It also launched a number of carbon neutral initiatives (T. J. Velte, A. T. Velte, & Elsenpeter, 
2008): 
• Reducing its carbon intensity, or green house gas emissions, by 15 percent by 2012 
• Requiring suppliers to report carbon emissions data during quarterly business reviews 
• Partnering with customers to build the “greenest PC on the planet” 
• Offsetting carbon with its “Plant a Tree for Me” programme 
Dell has advanced being green in three main areas: environmentally friendly materials, energy 
efficiency and recycling and recovery of end-of-life products. 
 
British Telecom (BT) 
BT is a communication service provider for 170 countries worldwide. Its services include 
networking, telecommunication and internet services. According to BT (2010) it “consumes 0.7 
per cent of the UK's electricity annually in order to meet the demands of its 18 million 
customers. As a result, it is well placed to make a significant contribution to reducing carbon 
emissions and protecting the environment”. 
 
BT the runner-up of TBR’s CSI benchmark report for 2009 with 265.2 points (Hampton, 2009) 
has been committed to reducing its carbon footprint since 1992 and, in order to reach Kyoto 
targets, it set out a reduction of 25% of its carbon footprint in the year 1996. Since then the 
company has a new target of an 80 per cent reduction by 2016.  
BT’s strategy of reducing its carbon footprint has been extended to its suppliers and customers. 
BT is also helping employees to reduce their personal carbon footprints. In addition to this, BT 




IBM, confirmed third place of TBR’s CSI benchmark report for 2009 with 258.5 points 
(Hampton, 2009), has been working on being green since it issued its first corporate policy on 
environmental affairs in 1971. “IBM heavily focuses on reducing emissions, as the corporation 
feels that climate change is one of the most critical global environmental challenges facing the 
planet” (IBM, 2010).  
 
IBM’s strategy for reducing emissions centres on energy conservation, reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions, potential use of renewable energy, engaging employees by providing commute 
options (e.g. work at home and mobile employees programmes etc), and minimising the carbon 
footprint of company’s logistics. Management also encourage manufacturing environment 
friendly products and solutions for energy efficient data centres. IBM is also careful in choosing 
its suppliers by only doing business with suppliers having green initiatives (Webber & Wallace, 
2009). According to IBM, (2007) they avoided nearly 3.1 million metric tons of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emissions from 1990-2007 which is equal to 45 percent of the company’s 1990 global 
CO2 emissions. During this period IBM has saved over $310 million through its annual energy 
conservation actions. 
 
The efforts that these companies have made can give other companies inspiration to make 
changes in their own operations. The question is: can you ever do as much as Dell, BT, and 
IBM? If not, then why not? By looking at the strategies that these companies, and others 





Wal-Mart, believe efficient business operation and sustainable business goes hand-in-hand with 
being responsible for the environment. The CEO of Wal-Mart announced “Sustainability 360,” 
a programme to broaden the company’s green agenda beyond its own operations and extended 
to its suppliers, customers employees, and communities (Wal-Mart, 2008). 
Toyota 
Toyota, one of the world’s largest automotive manufacturers by sales, set broad ambitious 
environmental goals in its five year plan from 2007 to 2011. In this plan Toyota has set itself 
new environmental targets for all phases of manufacturing, defining themes of energy, climate 
change, recycling, energy conservation, use of hazardous substances, atmospheric quality, and 
managing environment (Toyota, 2007). 
Citigroup 
Citigroup, the world’s leading financial services company will allocate US$50 billion in 
investments and financing to projects that reduce global carbon emissions in the next 10 years. 
Citigroup will focus its investments on the commercialisation and development of alternative 
energy and clean technology both within its own operations and among its clients (Green Sheet, 
2008). 
 
The three different giant organisations and their green initiatives prove that greening business 
operation can be achieved incrementally in a long term plan. “Wal-Mart reached its goal to sell 
100 million compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) three months ahead of schedule. Each 
energy star CFL uses 75 percent less energy than a traditional bulb, prevents 450 pounds of 
greenhouse gas emissions, and saves about US$30 or more per bulb in utility costs over its 
lifetime” (Wal-Mart, 2008). They have saved their customers more than US$ 7 billion on 
energy costs. Toyota has achieved many of its goals such as reducing CO2 emission from North 
American operations. In the US Toyota has achieved this by reducing the level of GHGs 
emitted from manufacturing operations by 11% per vehicle produced since 2002. This exceeds 
the US commitment to achieve this by year 2012. The year 2007 was a major year for Toyota 
reaching a milestone by selling a million hybrid vehicles, half of which were sold in North 
America. Citigroup is ready to fund $50 billion in investments in, or financing of, projects 
devoted to reducing carbon emissions.  
 
The successful progress of Toyota’s five year plan and Wal-Mart’s ‘Sustainability 360’ 
programme shows that the similar successful stories can be repeated in any organisation. 
Citigroup’s 50 billion dollar devotion for carbon reduction projects gives a green signal for 
developing countries to achieve carbon neutral goals since financing these projects will be a 
challenge.  
 
With a problem statement and green IT trends and initiatives in hand, the following section 
identifies a Green IT baseline to measure the size of the problem based on carbon emission, 
operating cost and energy consumption of IT equipment and facilities. Metrics are the fodder of 
modern business, they are critical to any business plan. Changing an organisations direction 
involves determining where you are, identifying where you want to be, and planning a way to 
bridge the gap between today and tomorrow. 
 
ESTABLISHING THE GREEN IT BASELINE 
Measuring the current environmental impact is one of the first steps to take before crafting a 
Green IT strategic plan. The mantra in implementing green IT and green data centres is “You 
can’t manage what you can’t measure”. It is important first to baseline the energy consumption 
of the IT operation to know where the organisation stands. The definition of where we are today 
is known as the baseline. Baseline metrics provide the “how much” description of the problem 
statement. It is the point from which all progress is measured. It also educates company 




As you build a green programme, you will want to measure your progress. To do so, you need 
baseline data on the various parameters you will be measuring. (Baroudi, Hill, Reinhold, & 
Senxian, 2009)  
 
In order to create a baseline we have conducted an audit of energy consumption of three 
different organisations using a baseline tool. Several companies offer energy consumption 
measurement tools for IT equipment and facilities. One of such tool is Forrester’s Green IT 
baseline calculator (Figure 1) which researchers used to measure and create a green IT baseline 
for the three different organisations in the Maldives.  
 
Figure 1 Forrester's Green IT baseline calculator (Washburn, 2009) 
 
Organisations were selected based on their size from small to large. The Department of National 
Registration (DNR) is a small organisation having 50 computers and 11 servers responsible for 
producing national ID cards for all citizens. The Department of Immigration and Emigration 
(DIE) is a medium sized organisation having 149 computers and 12 servers in a wide area 
network, responsible for border control, producing travel documents, and issuing visas for 
foreigners. Indira Gandhi Memorial Hospital (IGMH) is a large organisation providing tertiary 
health care services. This multispecialty hospital has 262 computers and 19 servers. 
 
The IT equipment within each organisation was grouped (Table1) into three categories: IT 
assets outside of the data centre, IT assets within the data centre-equipment, and IT assets within 
the data centre-facilities. In each category the number of assets, energy consumption (watts per 
asset per hour) and annual hours of uptime were calculated.  
 
Table 1: Categorisation of IT assets 
Categories Assets 














Green IT Baseline for Three Organisations 
The green IT baselines for each organisation were calculated using Forrester’s Green IT 
baseline calculator. This tool walks you through the key green IT baseline assumptions, 
including the number of IT assets, energy consumption per asset per hour, and hours of up-time. 
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For additional accuracy, we have customised price according to Maldives electricity tariff 
(US$0.34kWh) and CO2 emissions per kilowatt (1.32lbs). The tool then automatically 
calculates the green IT baseline. 
 
The selected organisations working hours are different from one another. IGMH runs for 
317days in a year and many of its departments are operational for 24 hours per day. DIE is open 
for 269 days in a year with some of its divisions operational for 24 hours. DNR is open for 269 
days in a year. The total average hours of uptime are calculated based on annual hours of uptime 
for each asset separately then the average is drawn for all assets in a particular category. This 
varies from one asset to the other and from one organisation another.  
 
The Green IT baselines were created based on annual CO2 emission (Figure 2), annual 
operating cost (Figure 3) and annual energy consumption (Figure 4). The Green IT baseline 
inside the data centre is the total of data centre IT equipment and data centre facilities 
equipment. Finally the total Green IT baseline is the total of the Green IT baseline outside of the 
data centre and Green IT baseline inside of the data centre. 
 
 
Figure 2: Annual CO2 emission for IGMH, DIE and DNR 
 
 





Figure 4: Annual Energy consumption of IGMH, DIE and DNR 
 
The carbon emission, operating cost and energy consumption of IT operation in IGMH is 62.5% 
compared with DIE 21.4% and DNR 16.1% which obviously has more IT equipment and 
facilities. IGMH and DNR which are the large and medium sized organisations contribute 
higher Green IT baselines outside of the data centre 67% and 60% respectively but, DNR, the 
small sized organisation’s Green IT baseline is significantly higher inside of the data centre 
(75%) compared with outside of the data centre (25%). See figure 5 for details. The reason for 
this can be justified due to the fact that DNR has a ratio of approximately 5 PCs for every 
server, which contrasts with IGMH and DIE having ratios of 14:1 and 12:1 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 5: Comparison of Green IT baseline for three organizations 
 
The significant amount of carbon emission for the IT operations of these three organisations 
helps to justify the need for a Green IT strategy for any organisation, whatever its size. The 
benefits are that the organisations will be seen to be socially responsible as well as reducing 
their high operating costs. The IT operation of IGMH costs US$107,234 annually which is 10% 
of the total electricity bill. For DIE and DNR the annual IT operations costs (US$36,788 and 
US$27,682) equate to 60% and 68%, respectively, of their total electricity bill. It is not 
surprising that the IT operation of IGMH contributes only 9% of the total electricity bill as the 
organisation consists of heavy machinery and biomedical equipment with IT equipment only 
forming a small proportion of the hardware. 
 
The following section analyses and reports on the preliminary result of an ongoing Green IT 




GREEN IT ATTITUDE SURVEY 
The level of concern regarding climate change and its impact on the Maldives is quite 
significant. This is a preliminary analysis of a survey on Green IT attitude. The survey was 
conducted among Maldivian IT professionals from 1st of January 2009. The following analysis 
was done from the data collected from 45 IT professionals. In this paper we have included some 
of the questions from the entire questionnaire. The study shows that most IT professionals are 
concerned about climate change and recognise the importance of Green IT to tackle 
environmental problems. Most of the participants, however, are not aware of green IT and their 
organisations have no plan to implement any sustainable IT operation. 
 
Profiles of Survey Participants 
The demographics (Figure 6) of survey participants were based on gender, occupation, business 
nature of organisation and qualification. Participants held a variety of IT roles. The result shows 
that almost 40% of participants were computer programmers. The participants came from a 
number of business areas. However, more than 71% were from civil service organisations. In 
terms of gender, more than 80% of the participants were male. The highest education 
qualification held by the majority of participants was an undergraduate or postgraduate degree 
(51% and 22% respectively). 
 
Figure 6: Demographics of survey participants 
 
 
Opinion about Climate Change and the Maldives 
The concern towards environmental problems and climate change is always one of the key 
issues in Green IT. The survey results show that 90% of participants are concerned (Figure 7) 
about climate change and its impact on the Maldives. This is due to general environmental 
awareness among Maldivians. Participants from the private and public organisations are more 
concerned compared with those working in the civil service and government organisations. This 





Figure 7: Opinion about climate change 
 
Green IT Knowledge 
Green IT knowledge is significantly less compared with the level of concern about climate 
change which is 11% of participated IT professionals (Figure 8). This is important to be 
compared since the participants are concerned about general environmental problems but lack of 
specific Green IT knowledge which is the practice of environment friendly IT operations. The 
survey shows 78% of participants are unaware of current trends and developments of Green IT; 
less than 5% of participants tried to attend seminars or workshops on Green IT showing the 
level of unawareness of Green IT among Maldivian IT professionals. This finding can be 
interpreted as most Maldivian IT professionals having yet to actively seek Green IT knowledge. 
 
Figure 8: Green IT knowledge and awareness 
 
 
Environmental Impact of IT Operation 
The survey also highlighted participants’ thoughts regarding the environmental impact of IT and 
the sustainable IT solutions it can provide for business. The result shows 70% of participants 
believe IT is essential (Figure 9) to any business to reduce their carbon footprint and 60% of 
participants believe IT operations emit a significant amount of carbon. In addition 50% of 
participants neither agree nor disagree that Green IT is a marketing tool, with 40% of 
participants disagreeing with this statement. Even though most of the participants are unaware 
of Green IT, they believe IT equipment draws significant amounts of energy and Green IT can 




Figure 9: Environmental impact and its concern 
 
The survey findings show that the majority of IT professionals are concerned with climate 
change and the majority believe that IT is part of problem and as well as the solution. However, 
most of the participants are not aware of Green IT and their organisations have no plan to 
implement Green IT. This indicates there is no Green IT education and awareness programmes 
in the organisations where the participants are employed. This will be considered in crafting the 
strategic plan, and a strategy will be formulated to educate IT professionals about Green IT. 
In the next section we have proposed key strategies of a Green IT strategic plan. The plan helps 
to get started by showing how to get organised for Green IT action. 
 
RECOMMENDED GREEN IT STRATEGIES 
 
Formulating a strategic plan helps organisations to move forward in implementing Green IT 
practices incrementally. A Green IT strategic plan must be aligned with business strategies and 
this becomes one of the key components of an organisation’s sustainability agenda. 
 
Crafting an action plan is an important first step to implement Green IT initiatives. Mines 
(2007) describes such step by step approach is the necessary starting point because it defines 
purpose, sets expectations, builds credibility, and establishes priorities and tradeoffs. 
 
A clear and fully integrated Green IT strategy will not only guide competency development, it 
will also formulate the company’s relationship with customers, suppliers, other companies, 
policy makers, and all of its stakeholders (Hart, 1997). 
 
The stages that are recommended to be followed at this time are: 
Measure and Create a Baseline 
The first stage requires the organisation to measure the energy consumption, carbon emission 
and operating cost of IT operation and its infrastructure. Once the energy draw of IT equipment 
and annual uptime for each device is measured, then the other two aspects of Green IT baseline, 
carbon emission and operating cost can be calculated using a suitable baseline tool (e.g. 
Forrester’s Green IT baseline calculator). Several technology vendors are starting to provide 
devices that measure and manage energy use in servers and other pieces of IT equipment. IBM 
Active Energy Manager is an enhanced tool used by many companies. This audit should include 
a list of IT equipment outside the data centre, and a list of IT equipment and facilities inside the 
data centre. 
 
Green IT Management Strategies 
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After creating a baseline, the Green IT strategy to be implemented must be identified. The 
following are examples of Green IT strategies:  
 Consolidate and virtualize: Consolidating IT operations and using virtualization 
enables a single power efficient server to host multiple system implementations 
allowing them to operate “independently” within separate virtual containers. 
 Utilization management: Utilization management is an advanced server consolidation 
process which maximises server utilisation by allowing computing services to be 
distributed across them. This enables unused systems to be retired and the purchasing of 
new systems only when there is a need. 
Enable power management features: Enable the power management features for 
servers which allow automatic shutdown and power-up processes to ensure servers only 
run when required. This can be extended to all PCs to ensure that when employees are 
out of the office that they are turned off, enforcing the use of power saving options, 
such as hibernation and sleep modes. 
Upgraded hardware technology: Upgrade hardware based on the IT equipment audit 
report. Assess all the hardware and check the availability of upgrades with more energy 
efficient features. 
 Thin clients: These energy efficient clients with low or no secondary storage can take 
advantage of virtualization and streaming technology to significantly reduce PC power 
consumption.  
 Centralised printing and reduce paper usage: centralised the printing through a LAN 
and put all printers in one location. In addition to reduce paper, use consolidate printing. 
Automatically set printer to enable duplex printing. Promote the paperless office by 
developing a document management system and make available the digital copies. 
 
Green Procurement 
Put green criteria in the tender evaluation, such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 
Energy Star certification into your purchasing specs ensure that newer equipment is more 
energy efficient, cause less environmental impact, and easier to reuse, refurbish and recycle. 
 
Green IT Knowledge and Awareness 
Educate the employees about current Green IT trends and initiatives in the industry. 
Communicate the Green IT baseline from the strategic to the operational level of the 
organisation and show the environmental impact of the IT operation. Building Green IT 
awareness in an organisation can bring many benefits including increased cooperation when 
policies are implemented. 
 
Communicate Green IT Strategies and Appoint a Chief Sustainability Officer 
Finally you must communicate your proposed Green IT initiatives. Inform all employees about 




The Green IT initiatives implemented by Dell, BT, IBM and green actions taken by Wal-Mart, 
Toyota and Citigroup are key examples of sustainable business operation strategies that any 
organisation can follow. These organisations are becoming more responsible for the 
environmental impact of their business operation. Computer technology is moving beyond just 
being a solution to a business it is also a part of the solution for improving our environment. 
Organisation should look towards technology vendors and other organisations to create a 
business case for all their Green IT initiatives to formulate a working Green IT strategic plan. 
Creating the problem statement is a necessary step to provide an effective solution. The Green 
IT baseline is the problem statement which clearly identifies the carbon footprint, operating cost 
and energy draw of IT infrastructure. This helps to define key Green IT strategies to optimize 
and achieve increased efficiency of existing infrastructure. The three Green IT baselines that we 
have created show significant amounts of carbon emission from their IT operation and the 
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increase is directly proportional to the size of the IT infrastructure given that the organisation 
has no Green IT practices. 
 
The Green IT attitude survey preliminary result has revealed that most of the IT professionals 
have little knowledge of Green IT and they are unaware of Green IT trends and initiatives 
however a large number of IT professionals are concerned about climate change. The lack of 
Green IT knowledge among IT professionals has a high degree of impact when including Green 
IT educational and awareness strategies in the plan.  
 
The Green IT baseline is created by assessing the amount of IT equipment, facilities and 
calculating their annual uptime. In order to calculate the annual uptime and energy draw we 
have taken different assumptions for three organisations based on the data provided by them. 
Then the average uptime for PC, telephony, office peripherals, servers, storage, network gear, 
UPS, cooling equipment and lighting was then calculated. As a result the finding may not be 
100% accurate. In future research this can be improved by installing a watt meter so the power 
used by particular equipment can be calculated exactly even when idle. 
 
The research to date has shown that the strategic plan can make substantial impact on an 
organisation. By crafting a suitable Green IT strategic plan it has been shown in this paper that 
organisations really can make a difference and impact on the effects of greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
 
This paper has discussed the initial research carried out, including part of the Green IT attitude 
survey. The complete survey will be analysed and reviewed in the coming months and once 
completed the results may show a much higher impact for organisations choosing a Green IT 
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